Lawmakers reject ban on paper receipts

AB 161, introduced by Assemblyman Phil Ting, would have required businesses to ask before providing paper receipts to customers. It also could have prevented restaurants from using the bottom of receipts for guest messaging, which the CRA opposed. The bill was rejected on Friday in the Senate Appropriations Committee.
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Natural gas to be outlawed in almost all new Menlo Park buildings

By Jan. 1, 2020, all new commercial buildings in the city must rely entirely on electricity for heat, reversing an earlier proposal to exempt restaurants.

"It is important that restaurants, along with all ratepayers, have a diverse set of energy sources they can turn to and that includes natural gas," said Sharokina Shams, the Vice President of Public Affairs for CRA.

Read more

Uber and Lyft threaten $90 million ballot initiative over California’s proposed worker-classification rules

AB 5, pending in the state legislature, would restrict employers’ ability to classify employees as independent contractors. In response, rideshare companies proposed a compromise and say if they can’t make a deal, they’ll take their own proposal to voters in a potentially costly ballot measure.

Read more

American Walk In Coolers

Our coolers and freezers are ideal for use in a variety of commercial applications such as restaurants, cafeterias, breweries, and more! All insulated panels are a prefabricated modular construction designed for fast and easy assembly. Call now to speak with one of our design specialists at 800-430-4468.

Read more

Looking to Source Locally?
Lawmakers reject ban on receipts

Find New & Unique Flavors at the California Food Expo!
Connect with hundreds of California food and beverage companies from every category. Chefs and restaurateurs can come find inspiration for new menu offerings, source the best ingredients, freshest produce and foods that are on trend. Learn more and register today.

Read more

CRA NEWS

That’s a wrap! It was a successful “Make it a Habit. Support CRAF.” fundraiser

For the recent Western Foodservice + Hospitality Expo conference, the Habit Burger Grill donated Charburger tickets for the ninth year in a row, allowing CRAF to raise much-needed funds for ProStart high school culinary arts programs. CRAF raised $13,330 with the tickets and booth, making the nine-year total more than $96,000. ProStart students and CRAF scholarship recipients volunteered at the booth, making the “ask” and promoting the programs. They get a lot out of the experience and many return each year to help out.

LEARN ABOUT PROSTART
News You Need to Know: e-receipt bill fails; alcohol bill moves forward

AB 161, which began as an e-receipt mandate and evolved to regulate what you can print on your customers’ receipts, has failed to move forward. Meanwhile, a bill that will allow extended alcohol service hours in select California cities has moved forward, but it has been amended.

Watch now

Member content: Level Up podcast

CRA members Jacques Spitzer of Raindrop Marketing and David Spatafore of Blue Bridge Hospitality in San Diego discuss marketing through philanthropy, finding efficiencies in service to reduce costs, and neighborhood gentrification.

Listen now

NEW EVENT!
Join the inaugural Fresno County Restaurant Week as part of Restaurant Appreciation Month.

REGISTER NOW
Get in on the fun with Crave Sacramento and Restaurants Care.

NRAEF AWARDS
Nominate by October 7 for Restaurant Neighbor and Faces of Diversity Awards.
EVENT CALENDAR

SEP 05  San Diego  All-member meeting and happy hour mixer
More info
Register

SEP 09  Anaheim  ServSafe Food Protection Manager Certification
More info
Register

SEP 10  Fresno  September Board meeting
More info
Register

SEP 11  Orange County + LA  Sexual Harassment Prevention Training: Managers
More info
Register

CHECK OUT OTHER UPCOMING EVENTS AND REGISTER HERE.

WELCOME TO OUR NEWEST MEMBERS!

Food & Beverage
21 Choices Frozen Yogurt; APL Cafes dba Greenhouse Cafe; Blue Cypress Coffee House; Cannonball; Complete Health Store; Costales Catering Company; CSCCC Corp dba Thirsty Cow Korean BBQ; Dashu, Inc.; Fentons Creamery; Hill Street Cafe Burbank, Inc.; Hot Cakes Restaurant Group, Inc., dba Denny's; International Smoke - San Diego; Magee's; MPI, Inc. dba Menlo Park Inn; ND Management, Inc. dba Original Mel's; Nice Ventures, Inc.; Piazza Pellegrini; Plenus, Inc. dba YAYOI; Silver's at the Wharf, LLC; Sinha Kitchen, LLC dba Cha Thai; Texas de Brazil; UniTea Cafe; Urbana - Mexican Gastronomy; West End Tap & Kitchen

Service Providers
Capitol One - Spark Business; Der Manouel Insurance Group, a division of HUB International; FIA Insurance Services, Inc.; Gallagher; Hamilton Meat, LLC; Intrideo; Next Generation Foods; R & R FMG
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